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Case Study
Samarkand's Chief Strategy and Investment Officer, Emily
Chang, spoke to a founder of a niche skincare brand about
the struggles she faced entering the China market. 

Slow site speed

The commonly used Western
pixels installed to a .com
significantly slow download time
when accessing from China. On
average, load time is 4X slower.
Consequently, online shoppers in
China often run out of patience
during the long wait time and
abort their transactions. 

Unfamiliar payment
methods

China has one of the world’s
highest levels of digital wallet
adoption. It’s a market where
even street vendors refuse cash
and accept WeChat Pay and
AliPay only. Yet, these payment
methods are far from well-
adopted by the Western
eCommerce ecosystem. 

Unknown and burdensome
logistics

International players like DHL
are not licensed for cross-border
eCommerce (CBEC) in China.
Very few have direct access to
the vast and complex logistical
network in China and often rely
on multiple layers of
subcontracted local logistics
providers. This results in lengthy
delivery time and hard to track
parcels. 



Meet Claire
Claire is the founder of a niche
skincare brand based in UK. 

Despite all the traffic from China she saw
on her site, she couldn’t find a cost
effective and frictionless way to convert. In
the end, she had to give up a business that
grew 20% a year consistently and
constituted a good, rising proportion of her
business and was high margin vs the
traditional routes to consumers involving
distributors and marketplaces.



On her China
experience:

China used to be 15% of
our total revenue but we
had to shut it entirely. 

- Claire
 

"15%? Direct orders through your site? And you
turned all that business away? Why?!" 

"Yeah, the customs failure rate of 30% was just too
high for us to bear. Our parcels could go missing
for months before we could find their whereabouts.
While we located our parcels, customers grew
impatient, either requesting a refund or a
redelivery.

For the parcels that we managed to find held by
China Customs, it could take up to 2 months and
cost customers up to 50% tax to retrieve them. We
just don't have the knowhow to contact China
Customs or the manpower to handle disgruntled
customers." 



Why go for the China market?
More than 50% of retail transactions happen online 
Rapidly growing “middle income” population - the Chinese eCommerce
market is not just bigger than any other market, but the next 10
markets combined
Chinese consumers hunger for authentic international brands direct
from the label 
Demand driven by rising incomes, increasing sophistication, desire for
authenticity, and inability to travel

Claire is not alone in shying away from selling direct to the world's largest
eCommerce market.  Many retailers that benefited from high spending Chinese
tourists have lost this market due to travel restrictions and seek new ways to engage
directly with Chinese consumers.



What if...
...you could offer China DTC from
your .com providing Chinese
consumers the same shopping
experience as your domestic
customers?

What if there was a way to do China DTC
without having to navigate China’s complex
customary system? 

What if there was a way to provide your
Chinese customers door-to-door tracked
parcels and much faster delivery? 



Years of working alongside international
merchants and operating eCommerce on the
ground in China have helped us thoroughly
understand the problems and successfully build
our disruptive solution, Nomad Checkout. 

Nomad Checkout
is the answer 



An easy to install
website plugin that
can be up and running
within days



Nomad Checkout unlocks
China DTC by materially
improving shopping
experience for Chinese
consumers on your
domestic .com. 



What does
Nomad
Checkout
do? 

Nomad Checkout improves the load time for Chinese
shoppers by 4-5X for it to be on par with that for
domestic consumers. 

Optimises Site Speed

Allows Chinese consumers to freely choose WeChat
Pay or AliPay at checkout to without any additional
effort required from merchants. 

Offers Local Payment Options

Fully integrated with China’s leading logistic companies
and provides fast delivery time (of one week from the
West) and door-to-door trackability. 

Uses Trusted, Efficient Logistics Solutions

Nomad Checkout helps with the time-consuming
product customs registration in advance for speedy
customs declaration. Nomad Checkout also
automatically calculates the tax in advance to ensure
no hidden cost for customers. As a result, Nomad
Checkout can reduce clearance failure rates from 30%
to less than 1% only. 

Calculates Taxes and Duties Upfront



 overcome the key barriers to
transacting with Chinese shoppers 

and unlock China DTC 





info@samarkand.global
Contact our team for further information

There is an easy and inexpensive way to
tap into the world’s largest eCommerce

market


